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Estimating
Methods
• Correlates
• Estimates

Parametric

Factors

Analogous

design and historical cost data
applicable at the component
and subsystem

Conceptual
Preliminary design

New item very similar to a current item in production.
Specific analogies are drawn as the basis for defining
the cost of the new item

Conceptual
Preliminary design

• Use historical production
future production
costs

Identical

• Actual cost of the item is known.
production
for other applications.

Units

trend data to estimate

Conceptual
Preliminary design

Units are in

Design
Development
Production

• Estimates accomplished
by defining tasks, characteristics,
manhours, material costs for specific work packages
• These types of estimates are based on previous detailed
labor/material
history

Detailed

Figure

5. - Summary

spread sheet to include cost

• Starts with basic part of a simple form then adds:
• Palate of manufacturing
methods
• Builds up descrete parts to give airframe structure
Advantages:

• Allows both metal and composite
technologies

Disadvantages:

• Requires a mainframe and does not
have user friendly data base or CAD
interface

(a). - Battelle Manufacturing

• Lotus 123 spreadsheet
processes
Advantages:

Conceptual
Preliminary design

Used when details of item are not available
Compares new item to a prior similar item
and then factors historical cost

Trend Analysis

• An interactive

Resource
Category

Technique

of estimating

• Production methods compared &
evaluated on the basis of cost of
materials, scrap, QC, tolerances, &
overhead

methods•

• A detailed breakdown of Ihe production process into its
component parts based on a _me and motion study
conducted in 1976
Advantages:

• A data base of limited production
processes for AI and composites
• Each production process is based on
the average labor time, average
productivity factor, QC, etc.

Disadvantages:

• Requires a mainframe and does not have
a user-friendly data base or CAD interface

Cost/Design Guide

models for many composite

Design
Development
Production

(b). - Northrop

ACCEM

& FACET

• A commercial model with nation-wide
• Resident on a mainframe

subscribers

Advantages:

• Includes extensive mathematical
methods for manufacturing cost
estimation
• Includes standard risk models

Disadvantages:

• Requires a highly expert user with a large
training time investment
• Code and equations practically
unavailable

• Econometrics module available
Disadvantages:

° Can only handle parts, not assemblies

(c). - M1T/IBIS

Figure
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unit cell elements

material

content

that characterize
materials

height,

of the designers'

different

program

for designers

design

best suited

cost models.

workshop

system

A model

to a preliminary

used by the

will not use a tool that is unfamiliar

with their associated

to the designer.

directly

10)

filament

their time filling

consistency

an additional

If a cost estimating

appear

to existing

to be used in the G.E. Price

concepts

(Ref.

The tools that are available

all ACT

is that designers

on the G.E.

cost models

cost models

accounting

Holding

heavily

pultrusion,

who will not spend

requiring

approaches

process.

transparent

stringer

designers

ac-

extensive

use a preferred

on the GURU

(e.g. RTM,

composite

consistent

use routinely.
Lockheed
based on in-house fabrica-

of the current

processes

Establishing

constants

for these
of design

must

None

based

data that must be input

and contractually

and standard
concern

to the design

etc.) to describe

specific

model

model

or accountant.

all currently

used by designers.

has been discussed.

in the selection

thickness,

and conceptual

has been considered.

forms

The major

experience.

All of the available

or process
forms

system

that can be

and requires

of a cost analyst

Boeing

fabrication

and none are independently

for preliminary

and collecting

on newer

and stitching).

experts,

not suitable

and in-house

information

with

processes

workshop

an expert

has been

in the MIT/IBIS

methodology.

is developing

FACET

from ACCEM

are considered

PRICE Model, the only model that cost analysts from all three companies
uses both ACCEM and FACET and has developed
parametric
equations
tion experience.

Equa-

and manufacturing

individual

in 1976

processes.

forms

that best suit the needs

cost estimating

manufacturing

are the

program

structure

H (Ref. 9) model

and Lockheed

tape laying

the ACCEM

part manufacturing

computer

estimate

and automated

developed

material

composite

PRICE

and concepts

The Boeing,

Northrop

composite

mainframe

data bases.

spreadsheet

with terms

for hand layup

of the most cost effective

assumptions.

training

of different
recurring

language

for production

counting

study

to estimate

as a Fortran

fabrication

(Ref. 7) programs.

would

Engineers
comparisons

provide

with

a means

of

incorporating
cal relations

geometric
complexity
in the comparison.
Complexity
factors determined
as theoretifor radii of curvature,
degree of double curvature,
tight dimensional
tolerances,
number

of stiffening

elements,

etc. would

als and labor for simple
theory

to sum lamina

or difficult

properties

provide

equations

to fabricate

to uniformly

designs.

that are experimentally

express

The designer
determined

theoretical

employs
through

cost of materi-

laminated
the thickness

plate
of a
365

laminate
to develop
smeared
similar approach
for treating
through

the thickness,

dependent
tion.

scrap

Panels

stiffnesses
that account for ply orientation
and stacking
cost as a lamina material property
(S/square inch) that's

accounting

of off angle

could

for material

plies,

be designed

would

length

associated

"allow development

to calibrate

the labor

with part topography
of a totally

content

sequence.
summed

theoretical

of automated

A

and process
cost representa-

processes

by measuring

man hours per square inch to apply lamina to a simple and complex
shape mandrel providing
process dependent
coefficients
similar to the lamina modulus measurements
now used to evaluate
composite

materials.

Assemblies

could

be considered

by describing

the material

fastener
installation
and added structural joint complexity.
cost could be used for comparison
to provide ratios (index

and man

hours

associated

with

A metallic structural
part or assembly
of value) that nondimensionalize
the cost

representation
and remove issues of proprietary
labor rates, time value of money, etc. Initial efforts
should concentrate
on recurring
costs which are most amenable
to a detailed
breakdown
and are
directly

related

to design

features.

of the part and the fabrication
these

costs

recurring

are incurred

scribes

process

for every

cost elements

can be developed

Recurring
related

part made

of a fabrication

that predict

to the part.

be a function

volume,

to perform

of the physical

As the term "recurring
be consistent

are amenable

material

required

should

and should

process

cost from

the time and resources

costs

costs"

from part to part.

to a time and motion

part geometry

implies,
Since

study,

and the physics

each step of the of construction,

description
the

equations
that de-

machining,

and

assembly
with fasteners
or adhesives.
This approach would provide designers
with an technically
sound, academically
rigorous,
and universally
accepted model to describe a theoretical
material
cost
and labor

content

corporate

experience

model

for comparison
to provide

can be a module

tures

derived

Such

a model

bounds

to existing

from design
would

of their designs.

allow

of theoretical

design

software,

These

software

geometry

the designer

models

versus

could

actual

process

that will compute

generator

programs

to use cost equations

be calibrated

efficiencies.

Ideally

cost from the geometric

and, eventually,

as minimization

tion models now used in designing
to minimum
weight.
Figure
type designers'
theoretical
cost optimizer
concept with emphasis

with actual

CAD

functions

Baseline]

I Design&

_.

I

/

in optimiza-

7 provides
a flow chart for a protoon the data base elements
that must
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of design

process

fea-

programs.

be developed.

I

the

with cost as a design

variable.

.01

.05

0.1

0.5

1.0

Weight Efficiency
W-Wopt

( Wo.t
)
Figure
The designers'
concepts
have
the description
results

8. - Influence
cost model

must

have

significantly
different costs.
of the part and the associated

of the design-with-cost

of design

of design/manufacturing

concept

process

the opportunity

odology

that sums the cost of each element

as serial

operations

manufacturing
economic

may be required

an elevator

relationships

for each step would
applied
model

concept

where

time dependent

would

necessary

could

efficiency

power,
theoretical

theory

to be integrated

Participants

in the ACT

to formulate

to calibrate

or verify

a theoretical

or chemical

program

cost model

large

will be generating
composite

approach

for

representing
physics,

Statistical

etc.

bounds

cost values.
process

process

as well

a flow chart

process

engineering

through

A cost meth-

equations

mechanics,

and minimum

the

for parallel

9 shows

each operation.

cost functions

if the

The influence
permits

variable.

Developing

maximum

zone

and allows
Figure

thermodynamics,

and the state of the art for manufacturing

data base

process
fidelity.

cost for performing

were inputs

panel.

The D/MI

with cost as a primary

the needed

concepts

the need for adequate detail in both
Figure 8 provides
a schematic
of the

rib, and spar details.

of energy,
establish

between

skin compression

of the fabrication

to achieve
panel,

to distinguish

of this process.

be to treat cost as a control

tion as a part or assembly.
required

weight

sum to a theoretical

to each operation

new processes

including

in terms

stiffened

is the product

designer

fidelity

(D/MI).

This fidelity implies
cost methodology.

for a simple

on cost and weight
to increase

sufficient

integration

One
problem

steps to comple-

cost data related

structures,

and the coefficients

providing

to
the

and constants

the model.
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Nonrecurring
expenses
lected

Assembly

costs are important

to a project.

design

related
geometric

Tooling

concept

to design.

9 - Elevator

costs

or fabrication

Tooling

complexity

tooling

be considered

process

cost should

Tooling

of a theoretical

adds large

according

start up

to the se-

of cost that is directly

to the physical,

costs are a function

of the part to be made

often

they vary

an element

in relation

A program that includes
rate and the total number

The feasibility

complexity

new tooling

because

and are therefore

be predictable

of the part to be made.

will be amortized.

type and geometric

flow.

since the need to build

should

the total number of parts to be made.
ity to consider
changes in production

manufacturing

dimensional

of the production

and
rate and

tooling costs should have the flexibilof units over which the costs of

tooling

cost model

related

to tool material

will be evaluated.

Conclusions

The remarkable

advances

led to low cost data storage
make

it economically

opportunity

feasible

for bringing

formatting

and automate

368

the cost history

of the cost reporting

an established

gram participants.

to track

hardware

task with AS&M

the collection

A "subscriber"

process

projects

wherein

part fabrication
contributors

have

developments

and provide

workshop

an electronic

technology

These

as an engineering

and cost prediction

to develop

software

systems.

of numerous

design

of composite

approach,

and commercial

data base management

cost into the preliminary

Recommendations
implemented
by

1. Continuing

in computer

and sophisticated

the historic

variable.

committees

will be

data base that will unify
costs

provided

to the data

by ACT

base would

pro-

have

accessto it, will beimplemented.The databasewill includestandardmaterialcosts(includingfuture
costs)for consistentcomparativecostingstudies.The databasewill bekept currentthroughthe
durationof the ACT programandmethodsfor long-termmaintenancewill beconsidered.

2. Developmentof an academicallyrigorousmodelfor predictingthecostof differentcomposite
designsduring thepreliminarydesignprocesswill beinitiated. This effort will includedevelopment
of a producibility guide(a manufacturingdatabasesoftwaremodule)to providethe designerwith
informationon selectedmanufacturingprocessesandtypesof designdetailsthatadverselyaffect
cost. Largecostdriverswill beidentifiedandsoftwareapproaches
to couplethedatabaseto design
optimizationandCAD interfaceswill bepursued.
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